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Introduction
Wbat. follows is Part 2 of a three-partarticle

covering the principles of gear lubrication.
Part 2 gives an equation for calculating
the lubricant film thickness, which determines
whether the gears operate in the boundary,
elastobydrodynarnic, or full-film lubrication re-
gime. An equation for Blok's flash temperature,
which is used for predicting the rislt of scuffing,
is also given.

E:lastohydrodynamic Lubr:ication
Gear teeth are subjected to enormous contact

pressures on the order of the ultimate tensile
strength of hardened steel, yet theyare quite
successfully lubricated with oil films that are less
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than one micrometer thick, 'This is possible
because a fortuitous property of lubricants causes
their viscosity to increase dramatically with in-
creased pressure, Fig. 1 depicts the region of
contact between mating gear teeth. It shows the
shape of the elastically deformed teeth and the
pressure distribution developed within the con-
tact zone. The molecular adsorption of the lu-
bricant onto the gear tooth surfaces causes it to be
dragged into the inlet region of Utecontact, where
its pressure is increased due to the convergence of
the tooth surfaces. The viscosity increase of the
lubricant caused by the increasing pressure helps
to entrain the lubricant into the contact zone.
Once it is within the high pressure, Hertzian
region ef the contact, the lubricant cannot escape
because its viscosity bas increased to the extent
where the lubricant is virtually a rigid solid.

The following equation, from Dowsoa and
Higginson' gives the miniumum filin thickness
that occurs near the exit of the contact.

Minimum film thickness:
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The specific film thickness is given by

where
o =cemposite surface roughness
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'" surface roughness, rms (pinion,.

gear)



1-10 = absolute viscosity, Reyns (lb sec/
hh Fig. 2 gives average values
of viscosity versus temperature
for typical mineral gear lubricants
with viscosity index of 95 ..

0: = pressure-viscosity coefficient, (in21
lb), The pressure-viscosity coeffi-
cient ranges from 0: = 0.5 x l<rlo 0:

=2 x 10.4 in2lJb for typical gear
lubricants. Data forpressure-viscosiry
coefficients versus temperture for
typical gear Iu bricants are given
in Fig. 3.

Er = reduced modulus of elasticity given
by

2 2
_ I-VI I-Vz .1
Er==2 (-.- +-. -) -- E. IE

I 2

where
VI'V 2 ::: Poisson's ratio (pinion, gear)
E1, E2 = modulus of elasticity (pinion.

gear)
pn = Donna] relative radlus of curvature

(pz ± PI)cos\l1b

PI' P2 = transverse radius of curvature
(pinion, gear)

'Vb = base helix. angle
Ve :::entraining velocity given by
Ve=Vr + Vr

I 2
where
VI'I , Vr

2
= rolling velocities given by

VI' =01 P'I I 1
Vr ={O p

2 2 2
(1)1' 0)2 = angular velocities (pinion,

gear)
WNr ~ normal unit load given by

ww- . Nr
NT - Lmin

where
WNr = normal operating load
Lmin ::::minimum contact length

Load Shaling Factor, X.~
The load sharing factor accounts for load

sharing between succeeding pairs of teem as
influenced by profile modification (tip and/or
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root relief) and whether the pinion or gear is the
driver. Fig. 4 gives plots of the load sharing
factors for unmodified and modified tooth pro-
files.

As shown by the exponents in the Dowson
and Higginson equation, the film thickness is
essentially determined by the entrai ning velocity,
lubricant viscosity, and pressure-viscosity coeffi-
cient, whiletheelastic properties of the gear teeth
and the load have relatively small influences. In
effect, the relatively high stiffness ofthe oil film.
makes it insensitive to load, and an increase in
load simply increases the elastic deformation of
the tooth surfaces and widens the contact area,
rather than decreasing the film thickness.

8Iok.'s Contact Temperature
B1ok's2 contact temperature theory states that

scuffing will occur ill gear teeth that are sliding
under boundary-lubricated conditions when the
maximum contact temperature of the gear teeth
reaches a critical magnitude, The contact tern-
perature is the sum of two components, the bulk
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Descr,iption Units

Nomenclature Table

Symbol.Symbol Descfliption Units

B
M

b
IH

d

Er

h .
mm

L.
mm

n
p

q

S

Tb

Tb.test

I Tc

Tf

Tttest

Ts

-thermal contact

coeffleient

-semi-width of

Hlertzian contact

band

-eenstant 'I See

Tab'le 3.1'
-specific heat per

unit mass

i V

in

hp/gpm

11 bf inW b OF]

-operating pitch in

diameter of pinlion
-modulus ,of Ibf~in2

elasticity (pinion,

g:ear)

-reduced modulus

of elasticity

-minimum film

Jbf/in2

in

thickness

-minimum contact iin

length

-pinion speed rpm

-transmittad Ipower hp

-oil now rate g!pm

-avera'g,e surface ,uin

:roughness, rms

-bulk temperature OF

-bulk ternpsreture

of test gears

-contact
tempersture

-flssh temperature OF

-maximum flash OF
temperature of

test gears

-scuffing
temperature

-operating pitch !line ftlmin

velocity
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Ve
Vr1,Vr2

W
Nr

W
Nr

Xw
X

I

-entraininq velocity in/s

-rolling velocity

,I pi nio n"g!ear)

-norrnal ,operating

load

in/s

Ibf

Ibtlin-normalunit load

-wel'ding factor

-toad sharing factor

-pressure-viscositv in2/11b2

coefficient

-specific fHm

thickness

-heat conductivity

-mean ceefflclent

of friction

-absolute viscosity Revns
Ubs/in2)

Ibf/[s OF],

-Polsscn's ratio

'(pin!ion,gealf)

-kinarnatic vis.casity cSt

of 40°C

-transverse Ifad,ius in

of curvature

(pinion, gealrl,

-densltv Ib/in3

-normal relative in

radius of curvature

-composite surface ttin

rouqhness. rms

-surtaee roughness, pin

rms (pinion, gear)

-hase helix angle deg

-anqular v,eioeity

(pinion, gear)

rad/s



perature of the gear teeth reaches a critical mag-
nitude. The contact temperature is the sum of two
components, the bulk temperature and th flash
temperature; i.e., Tc::: Tb + Tf.

Blok's flash temperature equation as fomm-
lated inAGMA 2CKH~B88. Appendix A3 for SpU1

and helical gears is

where
f,1 = mean coefficient of frictionem
X :::Loadsharing factor

r _
W = normal unlit load

'Nr - •.
V = rolling velocity of the punon

·r[ -

V :::rolliJl-8: velocity of the gear1"2
B-- = thermal contact coefficientM ._-

b ::: semi-width of Hertzian contact
H

band

Mean Coefficient of Friction, f,1m

The following equaticngives a typical value
ef 0,06 < II < O.W8for the mean coefficient. 'or

!"'"m

friction for-gears operating the the partial. EHD
regime ( A < l). It may give values too low for
bouadary-lubncased gears where I.l

m
may be

greater than 0.2. or too high for gears in the full-
film regime 01. > 2l, wherel.lm may be less than
0.0'1.

50
~:::O.06(-}

/II 50 - S

where

50
( )d.O

50-S

S = average surface roughness, rms

a +0
S-_I __ 2

- 2

Thermal Centaet Coefficient,. BM
The thermal contact coefficient is given by

B::: (X pC), 0.5
M M M M

where
A = hear.conductivity.

M
PM = density
C = specific heat per 'unit mass
F!;typicalgear teeLs,8

M
"" 43 Lbf~Tin

sO.5 OF]

Table ls~.Welding Factor Xw

Material xw

Throug,ih-ih,ardened steel
Phosphated st'esl
ICopper~platedsteel
Nitrided steel
Garburized steel

Content of austenite < ave'rage
Content of austenite ,ave'rag,e
Gontent of austenite > ,Bve'rag,e

Stainless steel

Semi-Width of Hertzian Con.s.ct Band, bu
ax K' po.:5

b ". '. r NT n )"( nE .
r

BuLk Temperatuee, Tb

The gear bulk: temperature is the equilibrium
bulk: temperature of the gear teedl. before they
enter the meshing zone. In some cases, the bulk
temperature may be significantly higherl.ba.n the
temperature of the oil supplied to Utegear mesh.
In a test with ultra high-speed gear-s4, the pinion
bulk temperature was 275°F (171 OF hotterl.litaJI.
the 01] inlet temperature). For turbine gears at
Lowerspeeds, the bulk temperature rise of the gear
teeth over the inlet oil temperature may range
from 20F at 12,000 fpm pitch line velocity to40°F
at ]6,000 fpm. At. similar speeds, the bulk tem-
perature rise of aircraft gears with less oil flow
may rangefi"om40°F to '60°F.

Scuffing Temperature, Ts
The scuffing temperature is the contact tem-

perature at which scuffing is likely to .oOCIlI with
the chosen combinatioa of lubricant and gear
materials.

For mineral oils without anti-scuff addinves
or for mineral oils with low concentrations of
anti-scuff additives, the scuffing temperature is
independent of the operating conditions fora '
fairly wide range. For the e oils. the _cuffing
temperature maybe correlated withthe compo-
sition of the oil. The viscosity grade is.a conve-
nient index of the composition and, thus, of me
scuffing temperature.

For non-anti-scuff mineral. oils, the mean
scuffing temperature (50% chance of scuffing) is
given by

1.00
1.25
1.50
1.50

11.115
11...00
0.8'5

1

0.45
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Table 26

Synthetic Lubricant Mean Scuffing Temperatuee, Ts

I Lubricant IMean Scuffing
I

Temp. 1s (OFI' I

Mll·l-6081 '(gra,del0051
I
, 2,64

MIL-L-JaIlS, 400

MIL-l-23699 425

m~RD2487 440

DER:D2.497 I 4ti5,
I
,

I

DOD-L-B5734 500
IMOBil SHC624 540
I

DEXRON II 550
I

I
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Ts'" 146 -I- 591nv .w°F

For mineral oils with low concentrations of anti-
scuff additives, the mean scuffmg 'temperature is
given by

Ts '" 245 -I- 591nv 40 of

where
v40 = kinematic viscosity at 40°C, cSt

The scuffing temperature determined from
iFZGtest gears for mineral oils without anti-scuff
additives or with [ow eoncentrarions ofanti-scuff
additives may be extended to different gear steels,
heat treatments, or surface treatments by intro-
ducing an empirical. welding factor:

Ts=T +X T.
b'test w f test

where
X. = welding factor (See Table 1.)

w

T
b

, .. '" bulktemperature of test gears
!esl -

Tr = maximum. flash temperature of
lest

test gears.

for synthetic lubricants and carburized gears
typical of the aerospace industry, the scuffing
temperatures are shown ill Table 2.

For minerali oils with high concentrations of
anti-scuff additives. such as hypoid gear oils,
research is still needed to determine whether the
scuffing temperature is dependent on the materi-
als and/or operating conditions. Special attention
has to be paid to the correlation between test
conditions and actual or design conditions.

Acknowledgement: Reprinted by permission of Societyof
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